Response to coincident inputs in electrically coupled primary afferents is heterogeneous and is enhanced by H-current (IH) modulation.
Electrical synapses represent a widespread modality of interneuronal communication in the mammalian brain. These contacts, by lowering the effectiveness of random or temporally uncorrelated inputs, endow circuits of coupled neurons with the ability to selectively respond to simultaneous depolarizations. This mechanism may support coincidence detection, a property involved in sensory perception, organization of motor outputs, and improvement signal-to-noise ratio. While the role of electrical coupling is well established, little is known about the contribution of the cellular excitability and its modulations to the susceptibility of groups of neurons to coincident inputs. Here, we obtained dual whole cell patch-clamp recordings of pairs of mesencephalic trigeminal (MesV) neurons in brainstem slices from rats to evaluate coincidence detection and its determinants. MesV neurons are primary afferents involved in the organization of orofacial behaviors whose cell bodies are electrically coupled mainly in pairs through soma-somatic gap junctions. We found that coincidence detection is highly heterogeneous across the population of coupled neurons. Furthermore, combined electrophysiological and modeling approaches reveal that this heterogeneity arises from the diversity of MesV neuron intrinsic excitability. Consistently, increasing these cells' excitability by upregulating the hyperpolarization-activated cationic current (IH) triggered by cGMP results in a dramatic enhancement of the susceptibility of coupled neurons to coincident inputs. In conclusion, the ability of coupled neurons to detect coincident inputs is critically shaped by their intrinsic electrophysiological properties, emphasizing the relevance of neuronal excitability for the many functional operations supported by electrical transmission in mammals. NEW & NOTEWORTHY We show that the susceptibility of pairs of coupled mesencephalic trigeminal (MesV) neurons to coincident inputs is highly heterogenous and depends on the interaction between electrical coupling and neuronal excitability. Additionally, upregulating the hyperpolarization-activated cationic current (IH) by cGMP results in a dramatic increase of this susceptibility. The IH and electrical synapses have been shown to coexist in many neuronal populations, suggesting that modulation of this conductance could represent a common strategy to regulate circuit operation supported by electrical coupling.